OAKLAND PHYSICAL AGILITY FITNESS EXAMINATION

OCC 159 10/20

Registration/Health Screening Form
Examinee’s Name (Last, First, Middle)

Date of Birth (M/D/YYYY)

Social Security Number *

Street Address

Phone Number

Driver’s License Number

City, State, Zip

Email

Note to the examining physician/physician’s assistant: Your medical exam will attest that the examinee is physically capable of performing the
following exercises that are required to be performed during the Oakland Physical Agility fitness examination.
Candidate will have long pants, shirt with shoulders covered, and adequate traction shoes with socks. Don the supplied backpack with air tank, helmet and
gloves. All events must be done in a safe and controlled manner. No tools may be dropped or thrown. The candidate must maintain forward motion during
the event
1. Don the belt with belay and climb seventy-five feet (75’) on an aerial ladder, descend the ladder.
2. Pick up fifty feet (50’) of bundled 2 ½” hose and ascend the stairs to the fifth floor.  One hand must remain available for the stairwell handrail at all
times for safety. Descend, return the hose to the original location.
Items 1 and 2 are not timed. Timing will start when the candidate starts event #3. Timing will continue until all events on the course are completed.
3. Walk 85’ to a fire engine and remove 2 saws, one at a time, and set them on the ground.  Pick both saws up and carry them 70’ around an obstacle,
return to the engine. Set both saws on the ground and lift them one by one safely back into the compartment. The saws cannot be dropped.
4. Walk 85’ to an uncharged 1¾” hand line. Take the nozzle 150’ around an obstacle to a pre-marked area, turn facing the hose and take a knee.
Pull the hose hand over hand until the first 50’ coupling enters the marked area.  The nozzle cannot be dropped.
5. Walk 85’ to a 24’ secured extension ladder, raise the ladder hand over hand then rest the top against the building. Step to the left and extend a
24’ ladder hand over hand until the fly stops. Lower the fly section hand over hand to grade.  The ladders must be under control at all times.
6. Walk 85’ to the forcible entry prop.  Strike the center of the prop with the sledge hammer until the buzzer sounds. Return the sledge hammer to
the original position.
7. Walk 85’ and pick up a 50’ length of 2 ½” bundled hose.  Climb the interior tower stairs to the 3rd floor.  One hand must be available at all times to
use the handrail when required.  The hose may not be dropped during the stair climb.  Set the hose on the 3rd floor landing.
8. Move a 150 pound dummy 35’ around a cone on the 3rd floor patio.  Return the manikin to the original position for a total of 70’.
9. Walk 85’ and enter a darkened tunnel. Crawl through a 16” opening and over an elevated 2”x4” for a total of 70’.
10. Walk 85’ to a push/pull prop.  Pick up the pike pole and push the weighted panel up completely and return the panel to the original position five
(5) times. Move to the pull section and pull a weighted hook completely down and return to the original position five (5) times.  This completes
one (1) cycle. Complete 3 cycles fully and safely, return the pike pole to the original position.
11. Return to the 2 ½’ bundled hose on the 3rd floor landing.  Return the hose to the original position at grade safely.  One hand must remain
available for use with the handrail.
Time will stop when the bundled hose is returned to the start/finish line. The event must be safely completed in ten (10) minutes to obtain a passing grade.
All candidates will be given the chance to walk the course prior to the test and any questions will be answered at that time. We will not start until ALL candidates
are ready to begin. There will be only one candidate on the course at a time. (To expedite time if needed, we will reserve the right to start another candidate
only after the 1st has passed a certain event so there will be no chance of 2 candidate’s occupying the same area.)
Each candidate will be timed by two proctors with independent stop watches that are started at the same time. One proctor will walk with the candidate and
read a standard set of directions for each task while the other remains at the start/finish line.

Note to the examining physician/physician’s assistant: You must sign below and provide the required information for this form to be valid.
This health screening is valid for a period of 180 days from the date of the medical screening.
My health screen of the above identified person reveals no apparent reason why this examinee cannot safely participate in the physical agility fitness
examination described above.
Physician/Physician’s Assistant Name (Printed)

Phone Number

Medical License Number

Address (Street, City, State, Zip)

Signature		

Date

		

Examinee: You must bring this ORIGINAL form with you, signed and completely filled out by your physician/physician’s assistant, when you come to
take the pre-enrollment physical fitness examination at the authorized test site.
A MEDICAL PHYSICAL SCREENING CONDUCTED BY OTHER THAN A PHYSICIAN OR A PHYSICIAN’S ASSISTANT IS NOT
ACCEPTABLE. FAILURE TO FOLLOW THIS PROCEDURE AND/OR OBTAIN THE APPROPRIATE SIGNATURES WILL PREVENT YOU
FROM PARTICIPATING IN THE OAKLAND PHYSICAL AGILITY FITNESS EXAMINATION.
Examinee’s Signature		

Date

		

* This information is confidential. Disclosure of confidential information is protected by the Federal Privacy Act.
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